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The Hysteric as Mad: Unfolding an Exquisite Corpse 
 

Eleanor Bowen and Laura González 
 

Abstract 
Despite its disappearance from the diagnostic manuals and the consulting room, 
hysteria has had a recent cultural resurgence as films, books, and papers update its 
meaning for our society, marked by dissent, struggle and uncertainty. Its migration 
into new, more medically manageable conditions (including dissociation, 
conversion, or post-traumatic stress disorder) highlights the common elements to 
all forms of hysteria: a struggle with gender, a manifestation of symptoms in the 
body, and the asking of a question - Che vuoi, or, ‘What do you want from me?’ 
We put forward the idea that hysteria is a process, a state of mind, rather than a 
condition, and that its relationship to femininity and the body - following Juliet 
Mitchell’s argument - is the reason it has disappeared from the medical vocabulary. 
Yet, this state captures something inherently human, ambivalent and conflicted. It 
names, defines and understands something elusive. Our chapter will question 
hysteria as madness in relation to an epistemology that, according to Christopher 
Bollas, is depraved.1 Even though it seems to be a state impairing the mind’s 
judgment as the body takes over, the psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan placed the 
production of knowledge within the hysteric in his theory of the Four Discourses.2 
The hysteric knows what the master, the university and the analyst do not. We will 
argue that hysteria as madness relates to the visionary aspect of the state, to the fact 
that hysterics articulate and know in the body, that which does not want to be 
known. In order to safeguard a symbolic universe, hysterics are labeled mad, 
possessed, delusional, or simply as acting out their symptoms. The outcome of this 
struggle is visual and performative, so we will draw on visual examples - from our 
production, and that of others. These implicate the body and the gaze, therefore, a 
witness, creating a space for discourse. 

 
Key Words: Hysteria, madness, psychoanalysis, performance, photography, 
possession, drawing. 
 

***** 
 
I watched Andrzej Zulawski’s 1981 film Possession last night.3 I return to it 

often, about once a year, and, every time, I get stuck in the same scene. Although I 
watch until the end credits roll, my mind is thinking about a three-minute segment. 
Anna (or Helen, for this is a strange film), played by Isabelle Adjani, comes off a 
U-Bahn train. While walking on the underground passages leading into the street, 
something odd happens to her. The episode starts with laughter, which becomes 
more and more extreme. She throws herself against the walls and the floor. She is 
carrying some shopping, eggs and milk, which get spilled all over her. They even 
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come out of her mouth as she kneels on the floor, uttering guttural cries from her 
stomach and holding on to her blue dress, to the piece of fabric between her legs. 
This image of her, and the sound - which I can only describe as when laughter is 
not so funny anymore - haunt me for days afterwards. I am fascinated and repelled 
by it. I should not be surprised, for the film’s title alludes to this. Possessions can 
be both liberating - for one can let go, let someone else do the work - and scary - 
for one is not oneself anymore. Yet her eyes, her mouth, her whole body, in fact, 
seem to react as if she suddenly attained insight, then and there. It feels as if she 
got a joke that no one else did; jokes, it is known, are a manifestation of the 
unconscious. She reminds me of Blanche or Augustine, Dr Charcot’s star hysteric 
patients, whom he treated at the Salpêtrière hospital in Paris in the nineteenth 
century.4 Like them, Anna seems to know something that amuses her.5 

 
I am looking at the kneeling figure of a girl in a drawing I made many years ago. 

The figure derives from an altarpiece by Grunewald, and is of such violence that I 
was riveted. I called my drawing Possession, asking ‘Whose?’ Now I am looking 
again and discover online that this image (which I took to be that of an exorcism) 
actually depicts a saint healing a young girl of epilepsy, a condition that, like 
hysteria, possesses the whole person through the body, and must, therefore, be 
itself possessed, cast out.  

The saint’s thumb locks over her lower jaw, opening the mouth, pushing the 
head back in a whiplash motion to release the demon. Her hands fly open, distorted 
and disempowered as the demon convulses heavenward. The demon itself is 
disempowered by a face-off with light as it emerges from the dark cavern of her 
mouth, smashing into daylight. The girl’s eyes twist back and sideways as though 
something in her mind is convulsing also, turning inward.  

In The Invention of Hysteria, Georges Didi-Huberman6 problematises the role of 
photography as deployed at the Salpêtrière to demonstrate the physically distorting 
symptoms of hysteria. I am looking now at a photograph of Charcot’s patient, the 
fifteen-year-old Augustine, posed for a portrait in her normal state. Showing a 
slightly self-conscious adolescent girl, this photograph was taken to act as a 
measure for all of the others in which she appears convulsed in various states of 
hysteria. 

However, photography then was a slow process, and states of ‘normality’ 
tended to be taken under the duress of waiting. 

 
In the moments of waiting I try to do what he says but my arm and neck are 

aching, so I keep moving and that makes him sharp. ‘Be yourself,’ he snaps. And I 
am, but time is going by. My jaw hurts and my face is beginning to freeze. 

When you go, leaving the chair (and a memory of somebody holding the back of 
your dress) you're so thankful to be away from the endless need of that man for 
your time, for you to ‘stay just as you are.’  

For what? What is it he’s after? 
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‘What is it he’s after’ echoes the question Lacan put in the hysteric’s mouth: 
Che vuoi?, translated as ‘What do you want from me?’ It is addressed to the Big 
Other, whomever that might be.7 In your drawing, it could be a certain kind of 
knowledge, represented by the doctor, the voice of authority. The young girl might 
be a bona fide hysteric going through the epileptoid phase Charcot describes.8 
Doctors used what they call pelvic massages to induce a hysterical paroxysm as 
potential treatment; a way, as it is put, to release the demon.9 

Note that we are writing very defined gender roles for hysteria. Its feminine 
specificity, its relation to the womb, might be the main reason one cannot be a 
hysteric anymore, as the condition has left diagnostic manuals. Yet there were, and 
are, many hysteric men, although these tended to be called hypochondriacs.10 
Others think that hysteria was just not a helpful word, given that its definition 
contained over seventy-five pages of symptoms.11 It was just too much, so it was 
chopped up into sizeable chunks and replaced with the more medicalised terms 
conversion, somatic, and post-traumatic stress disorder. Nitza Yarom, however, 
writes that hysterical - a term she favours over hysteric - ‘... is a state of mind and 
an interpersonal, intersubjective event with unique characteristics.’12 From this, it 
follows that hysteria might be inherent and possible in every one of us, given the 
right context. Therefore, the hysteric is not mad, just hysterical. Why then hide her, 
admit her long term at the Salpêtrière, or treat her as possessed, epileptic, 
dependent?  

I do not want to deviate from the visual and into the psychological too much, 
for we are both artists who want to demonstrate that the visual and the hysteric can 
unveil knowledge. Did you know that Sam Taylor-Wood made a work on hysteria 
in 1997? Like your drawing, it has body but not voice. Someone has stuck a thumb 
in her throat13 but, like Anna/Helen, she also appears to be laughing. 

 
In Taylor Wood’s eight minute film Hysteria, a woman laughs until she cries. The 

track is silent so we do not know what kind of sound (if any) is emitted.14 Sustaining 
this activity clearly strains the actor, and this shows in her physiognomy. Forehead, 
mouth and neck muscles clench, and, at times, she lifts her hands as if to hold her 
head in place.  

As in previous works, Taylor Wood extends the photographic image, making it 
temporal, so, ‘laugh’ becomes laughing, ‘cry’ becomes crying. In so doing, she 
elicits state from stasis, ek-stasis. This is not a progression because it goes 
nowhere although one notices a turnaround in the woman’s demeanor, an entropic 
inwardness corresponding with the exhaustion of the actor. This is a breach in the 
image, a cutting off as if a giving up of the self. To what? To the director’s 
instruction, the demands of the role. Broken in two, she is beside herself.  

This is no commonplace piece of theatre. It is ecstatic Dionysian enactment. 
The god of wine and theatre is also the god of death, taking us out of ourselves 
temporarily, but returning us in the end. However, for many acting out at the 
Saltpêtrière there was no return. 
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Didi-Huberman examines the same photographs, those ‘indisputable 
documents’15 that Charcot used as proof. He detects a ‘certain moment’16 when the 
mutual benefits of staging hysteria (life for the women, information for researchers, 
and stardom all round) produced a paradoxical situation. For the ‘more the hysteric 
delighted in reinventing and imaging herself … the more a kind of ill was 
exacerbated,’17 and ‘consent turned to hatred.’18 

In The Cry, Augustine is starting an attack, on her back, facing upwards with 
mouth open in a perfect crescent (somebody has blacked in the shape).19 In other 
images, such as Ecstasy and The Call, she is more specifically posed.20 At first, 
inmates were complicit mediums for the voracious researching gaze, happy 
performing such subjects to camera, but Didi-Huberman believes there came a 
turning point.21 The Cry shows something real: she is ‘… wailing, madly crossing 
her legs, ripping at her straitjacket … cutting herself off. A cry was the last place she 
could turn.’22 

From laughter to crying, from ekstasy to wailing, all in the space of three to 
eight minutes. How? Why? Hysteric patients have a reputation of malingering, of 
being untrustworthy, of inventing symptoms and talking nonsense. They were seen 
- and sometimes taken advantage of - but not heard.23 Like Taylor Wood’s video, 
their track is silent to others. Julia Borossa argues that hysteria comes from a 
relationship to gender where the sufferer is seen either to conform too well - a 
victim - or to reject her role - a rebel - and that it is this ambiguity of position24 that 
provides the key to a state that is visionary, as I will explain. Possession is not only 
possession by a spirit. It can also mean custody and ownership. The hysteric has 
something the doctor wants, and this she both desires and rejects. 

In his Four Discourses, Jacques Lacan ascribes knowledge production to the 
Discourse of the Hysteric.25 This theory examines an agent in relation to an other 
in situations of conflict or power. He sets four stable positions and four wandering 
elements, which he assigns to the different places, usually through an anti-
clockwise movement. The elements are: a split subject (represented by S), a 
signifier that does not make sense, a symptom (S1), knowledge (S2) and the object 
cause of desire (a).26 This is what the positions and the Discourse of the Hysteric 
look like: 

 

agent  –––––––>      other  S  –––––––> S1 
––––––     ––––––––––– –––           ––– 
truth   < ––//––  production  a   < ––//––  S2 
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The hysteric speaks as a split subject (she knows this) from a position of desire.  
She addresses her question to the other, her symptom, which binds her to who 

she is. One of the relations - between agent-hysteric and other-symptom - is 
impossible, and the second - the lower one, between knowledge and desire - is 
impotent. Knowledge is the product, but the product is lost.27 How can the hysteric 
articulate knowledge other than through her symptom? What is she to do with that 
knowledge? Is the hysteric mad, or too dangerously insightful to be taken 
seriously? Perhaps this is the ‘depraved epistemology’ Christopher Bollas wrote 
about.28 Still, this knowledge is a mystery, an effort not only to be seen, pretty as 
the symptoms are, but also heard. As Gérard Wajcman wrote, ‘While knowledge 
cannot articulate the hysteric, the hysteric ushers the articulation of knowledge. 
Intending to talk about hysteria, we found that hysteria made us talk.’29 We have 
become patients again. 

 
So, my turn to reply.  
Reply - repli, a folding back, withdrawal or return - like our conversation, which 

strikes me as being like little waves, over and back. Without an image, I am slightly 
panicky and wonder how to find a way forward. What you have given me is a 
backward/forward diagram, threading of articulacy. From this, I understand how the 
articulation of the split subject goes nowhere, for that which it addresses is the very 
symptom that portrays and betrays it. Like a photograph, it binds her to who she is, 
and the movement is circular. Seeking an image, I remember The Waves, Virginia 
Woolf’s anti-novel which she envisaged as an image, setting off circular rhythms 
across the page like a little ship turning and turning. This (as Lacan would say, 
following the trajectory of discourse ‘as a signifying articulation’30) is language sent 
out, not in a linear way, but circulating, making sense, a rhythm of words with which 
Woolf articulates the tacit knowledge she calls ecstatic.31 Taken out of the big 
picture, it is a language of relations.  

Richer’s ‘synoptic table of the great hysterical attack,’32 supposedly taken from 
the Saltpêtrière photographs, is an index of tiny drawn shapes set out in columns, 
like a manuscript of some kind. Looking closer, it becomes apparent that these are 
women in various states of disarray. Shockingly, ridiculously mimicking, miming the 
classical paintings they see on the hospital walls - a benevolent goddess, or the 
Virgin Mary gazing heavenwards. 

Then, getting desperate, or perhaps simply carried away, you are showing off, 
sticking your feet in the air or behind your head, doing a backward flip.  

Manic, mad, insensible. The body’s articulation here is (unlike the straight-
forward line of Lacan’s speech act)33 distorted, speech-less. The line of articulation 
rebounds incessantly between subject (hysteric) and symptom (in this case 
represented by her photograph), yet we want to find in imagery a way out, a space 
for discourse, for the voice[s] of hysteria. Charcot’s inscription of symptoms is a text 
that speaks in the doctor’s voice: ‘Période de clownisme, Période les attitudes 
passionelles, Période de délire.’34 Yet, she is miming something, ‘The agent suffers 
the truth rather than delivering it.’35  
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As a functionary of truth, the subject may expose truth by means other than 
speech. Charcot’s pupil, Freud, picked up his master’s baton, but instead of running 
forward, he realised he had to go back: 

 
… Analytic experience is based on the fact that … we do not 
know what we say: what we intend to say is not the truth of what 
we say: the agent of speech conveys a meaning unknown to 
him.36 

 
Now a series of staccato images, like a little filmstrip, comes to mind. First, there 

is my grandmother blowing raspberries in the middle of conversations, making silly 
noises, repeating what my grandfather says, incessantly, going on and on. Even as 
a small child, I am embarrassed on her behalf. It is not funny. Then, there is the 
catatonic wife of the angry guy in American Beauty, who says nothing and stares 
ahead indifferently, and the American housewife in The Hours (based on Virginia 
Woolf’s Mrs Dalloway) who is reading Mrs Dalloway in the 1950s, and who bins a 
birthday cake in front of her young son. The filmstrip goes on, and still we are left 
with our question. How will the hysteric ever articulate knowledge other than 
through her symptom, and what will she do with that knowledge? 

 
Writing, about hysteria is our symptom. What does this chapter want from us? 

We perform, to each other, and for others, in waves, like the hysteric attack. We go 
through the phases, the Périodes of Charcot,37 but, after one spiral, we arrive at the 
same place. The arrows in the Discourse of the Hysteric have motion, but the 
double oblique lines make us retrace our steps, go back to where we came from. 
Each time you reply, I write 300 words and, because we have to stop our chapter 
becomes more a snapshot, an impression of the here and now, than a worked out 
solution to the problem of the hysteric and her knowledge. We could go on forever.  

The hysteric may be considered mad, but in the strict sense of the term, she is 
not. She is neurotic, not psychotic; she has not foreclosed the reality principle. For 
Augustine, Anne/Helen and all the other hysterics in our conversation, the battle 
between reality and pleasure - the two principles of mental functioning38 - is 
played out in their bodies, with reality swept under the carpet when they rebel, and 
pleasure mortifying them from the inside when they take up the role of victim. 
However, the conflict, both intrapsychic and intersubjective, is what brings 
unconscious knowledge, and that can also be found in the works of art we make, 
and in those discussed here. 

What would you say if we gave voice to Sam Taylor Wood’s video? Its lack 
still troubles me. By silencing her, she is made to look mad, but she is not. Here is 
my proposition: let us watch Hysteria with the soundtrack to Marina Abramovic 
and Ulay’s AAA-AAA,39 and, as viewers, return the voice to the woman while 
expressing our own in a kind of shouted conversation. If this had happened at the 
Salpêtrière, if Charcot, Freud, and the other [male] doctors had taken up the 
position of the one who is only supposed to know,40 the history of hysteria might 
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have perhaps worked out differently, but we cannot change that. Let us listen and 
express at the same time. Let the sound move us. The encounter, I hope, will make 
us laugh and cry too. Thus, by living this experience in the body, by bearing this 
contradiction, we may come to know. 
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